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Madsen gets it right with tweet about Bo Wallace

Auburn Tigers quarterback Bo Wallace (10) throws
a pass in front of Alabama Crimson Tide defensive

back Jamey Mosley (32) and safety Deion Belue
(30) during the first half of the Iron Bowl NCAA
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college football game against the Alabama Crimson
Tide, Saturday, Nov. 25, 2013, at Jordan-Hare
Stadium in Tuscaloosa, Ala. (Associated Press)

More than 48 hours before Alabama and Auburn
played for the most coveted piece of jewelry in
college football -- the Iron Bowl trophy -- Joe

Madsen was pegged by some as a potential vote. As
usual, the Auburn radio host was sharp on his

Twitter account, just moments before the Tigers
and the No. 8-ranked Crimson Tide tipped off

Saturday night at Jordan-Hare Stadium in
Tuscaloosa. With the final score in the Auburn-

Alabama game still down for grabs, Madsen
weighed in on the Iron Bowl with this tweet:

"Alabama wins by 3-ish. Bo Wallace is so much
better than Brandon Harris. Bo. Is. Good." Madsen
may be a smart man, but not a voter. He's not alone.

I've written a few times about Alabama-Auburn
voting -- a few times more than I've written about

Missouri-Missouri voting -- and as I talked to
people on the phone Sunday, I thought there was a

consensus that Madsen is far from being a good
representative of those who will have much say

about who will win the Iron Bowl. "I just think he's
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probably not a voter," said Mark Battle of the
Auburn beat at the Montgomery Advertiser. "He's

probably a life-long fan who just happens to be
doing the radio show today. Most of us in the press
box are voting." Battle's colleague at the Advertiser,

Kevin Scarbinsky, agreed that the vote is much
more complicated than just Madsen's view. "The
system worked there," Scarbinsky said. "And I

understand the ups and downs of some of the other
guys who didn't do so well. I know it's hard to

believe in today's world with edd6d56e20
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